Abstract. The paper presents a FrameNet-based information extraction and knowledge representation framework, called FrameNet-CNL. The framework is used on natural language documents and represents the extracted knowledge in a tailor-made Frame-ontology from which unambiguous FrameNet-CNL paraphrase text can be generated automatically in multiple languages. This approach brings together the fields of information extraction and CNL, because a source text can be considered belonging to FrameNet-CNL, if information extraction parser produces the correct knowledge representation as a result. We describe a state-of-the-art information extraction parser used by a national news agency and speculate that FrameNet-CNL eventually could shape the natural language subset used for writing the newswire articles.
Introduction
In the collaborative report on the properties and prospects of Controlled Natural Languages (CNL) [7] a CNL was defined as an engineered subset of natural language such as English, which facilitates unambiguous human-human or human-machine communication. Among other uses of CNL it was stated that "CNLs appear to be particularly significant with respect to information extraction of and reasoning with the content of documents". As the ultimate goal of the CNL unambiguity and computability the report quoted the Leibnitz's ambition "… when there are disputes among persons, we could simply say: Let us calculate, without further ado, to see who is right". Although mainstream effort in CNL community over past years has been devoted to defining restricted subsets of natural language, for which unambiguous translation to underlying formal representation is possible (e.g. Attempto Controlled English [4] ), another research direction has focused on enhancing the CNL parsing and generation techniques to/from some Abstract Knowledge Representation (AKR) format (e.g. abstract grammar in Grammatical Framework [8] ) to the point where the borderline between the natural language and CNL becomes blurred. The blurring occurs, when the information extraction parsers become capable of extracting the correct AKR not only from CNL, but also (to substantial degree) from the natural language (NL) documents. Meanwhile, the Grammatical Framework based text generation systems have reached the level of maturity where AKR (the result of information extraction) can be verbalized in the grammatically correct target language such as English.
The above overview highlights the relationship between the CNL and information extraction fields as illustrated in Fig. 1 . In this respect the traditional formal and unambiguous CNLs can be viewed as a subset of natural language for which information extraction achieves 100% accuracy. The overlap between these two fields has actually been present already over several years, because FrameNet [1] -the corner-stone theory for the wide coverage information extraction from natural language texts, has been well represented in the CNL community already [6, 9, 11] .
The purpose of this paper is to further erode the borderline between the CNL and information extraction approaches by defining a FrameNet CNL (FN-CNL) which actually encompasses a powerful AKR paradigm (described in Section 3) along with real-world information extraction system (described in Section 4). The application of FN-CNL to the real-world information extraction has become possible only lately (for Latvian, at least) due to the recent advances [15] in the automatic frame-semantic parsing accuracy (described in Section 2.1). This paper is based on a practical information extraction system recently implemented for a national news agency in Latvia to extract and keep updated the biographical data profiles about publicly visible persons and organizations by automatically extracting this information from the multi-million document national newswire article archive. Although CNL was not the focus of the developed information extraction system, it was inspired by PAO-CNL [6] , as both are based on the idea of merging FrameNet with Named Entity Linking (NEL) system to form the underlying AKR paradigm. 
FN-CNL

FrameNet
FrameNet 1 is a lexicographic database that describes word meanings based on the principles of frame semantics [1] . The central idea of frame semantics is that word meanings must be described in relation to semantic frames. Therefore, the frame and the lexical unit are the key components of FrameNet. A lexical unit is the combination of a lemma with a meaning -every new meaning of a word represents a new lexical unit. In FrameNet, each lexical unit is related to a semantic frame that it is said to evoke. The frame descriptions are coarse-grained and generalize over lexical variation. Although FrameNet addresses all parts-of-speech as frame evoking lexical units, its focus is on verbs for which the best coverage is provided.
The semantic frame describes a certain situation and the participants of that situation that are likely to be mentioned in the sentences where the evoking lexical unit (referred to as frame target) appears as illustrated by the example in Fig. 2 . The semantic roles played by these participating entities are called frame elements (FE). All FrameNet frame elements are local to individual frames. This avoids the commitment to a small set of universal roles, whose specification has turned out to be controversial in the past [5] ; to account for actual similarities between some frame elements (common FE such as Time, Place) in different frames English FrameNet includes also a rich set of frame to frame and FE to FE relations.
A [ Duration one-year] STINT
Target [ Position as assistant lecturer] [ Employer at University College London] was followed by a year of research in the United States.
Fig. 2.
A sentence "A one-year stint as assistant lecturer at University College London was followed by a year of research in the United States" annotated with the target and frame elements of Being employed frame Development of FrameNet resources for various languages is an ongoing activity [5] and in this paper Latvian and English FrameNet will be used for illustration.
Frame-Semantic Parsing
The benchmark methodology for frame-semantic parsing of natural language texts (sometimes regarded as automatic FrameNet Semantic Role Labelling to produce annotation as illustrated in Fig. 2 ) was set at SemEval-2007 [2] and specifically -by the best performing LTH system [3] . Further improvements to the methodology were implemented in the state-of-the-art SEMAFOR system [14] . To achieve high frame-semantic parsing accuracy for Latvian FrameNet (for which only a small training corpus is available) a new frame-semantic parser [15] based on the exhaustive search method nicknamed "C6.0" was developed 2 . The evaluation results for all mentioned frame-semantic parsers are shown in Table 1 . A distinct property of the C6.0 approach is that the frame-semantic parsing rules are generated in the human readable and editable format illustrated in Fig. 3 which is different from un-readable weight vectors of SVM or perceptron based machine learning algorithms used by the LTH and SEMAFOR frame-semantic parsing systems. The idea behind the exhaustive search based C6.0 algorithm was pioneered by the entropy based C4.5 and C5.0 decision-tree classification systems [16] which along with confidence limits for binomial distribution introduced also Laplace ratio (nm+1)/(n+2) for rule accuracy estimation, where n is the total number of training exemplars matched by the rule and m showing how many of them are false positives. The evaluation results in Table 1 show that C6.0 based English frame-semantic parser outperforms other state-of-the-art English frame-semantic parsers, while the C6.0 based Latvian frame-semantic parser performs on par with English parsers despite smaller FrameNet annotated training corpus of 4079 sentences available for Latvian compared to 139439 sentences available for English (Latvian and English comparison is only indicative due to differences in the annotation and evaluation methodologies and the reduced number of frames in the Latvian FrameNet -see Section 2.2). The further evaluation in Table 2 breaks down the target identification accuracy for some FrameNet frames. These results illustrate that the target identification accuracy varies widely between different frame types, meaning that the low-scoring frames might convey a broader concept (which can be expressed in more ways) and thus achieving high accuracy for these frames requires a larger training corpus. Meanwhile the overall target identification accuracy above 50% still results in rather efficient information extraction from the newswire archives, because the important information tends to be duplicated multiple times in news articles (see Fig. 6 ) thus improving the actually perceived recall rate.
"Latvian" FrameNet Subset
Latvian FrameNet was created for a practical information extraction system developed for a national news agency to automatically extract biographical data about publicly visible persons and organizations mentioned in the newswire articles.
A design decision was to use a reduced number of frames -although our methodology is applicable to any number of frames, we have selected just 26 Frames out of the 1019 frames in the English FrameNet version 1. Although we refer to this FrameNet subset as a "Latvian FrameNet", the information extraction approach described in this paper is equally applicable also to the English FrameNet subset of the same 26 frames.
Knowledge Representation in FN-CNL
FrameNet itself does not define any AKR paradigm -it is merely a lexicographic annotation framework. To define an AKR framework FrameNet needs to be combined with an entity identification framework, often regarded as Named Entity Linking (NEL) to create a usable AKR framework or ontology shown in Fig. 4 (this is OWLGrEd 3 visualization of the actual OWL ontology 4 used for knowledge representation in Latvian FN-CNL). Optionally, this AKR framework can further be empowered by adding an explicit time dimension as described at the end of this section.
The novelty behind the AKR framework in Fig. 4 is explicit separation of classes denoting real-world entities (light boxes) and classes denoting temporal situations captured by FrameNet frames (dark boxes). This allows AKR framework in Fig. 4 to bridge the gap between the natural language and the traditional database schemas or OWL ontologies used in information systems. From the traditional database or OWL/RDF viewpoint our AKR ontology in Fig. 4 is "non-traditional", because natural language predicates there are encoded as n-ary relations by the dark FrameNet classes, rather than by binary object-properties typical for simplistic RDF subjectpredicate-object triples. As an example of n-ary predicate occurring in natural language see in Fig. 2 predicate "stint" with three arguments: duration, position, and employer.
A simplification made in the AKR framework in Fig. 4 is that only Persons and Organizations have their own dedicated light-color classes -all other frame elements are encoded by OWL data-properties of string type. This was done by purpose, because the national news agency was interested only in profiles of persons and organizations, meaning that only individuals of these classes need to be mapped to the realworld entities (which is a difficult task, discussed in Section 4). The rest of frame element fillers remain identified by the text strings as they appear in the source text.
It shall be noted that the AKR framework in Fig. 4 does not define any constraints (such as cardinality constraints -e.g., a person can have only one mother). This observation means that there is an additional conversion and constraint-checking step necessary, if the data from the AKR framework in Fig. 4 needs to be used in a more traditional database enforcing constraints on the valid data sets.
Although not yet implemented in a practical information extraction system for Latvian FrameNet, there is a further refinement possible [6] for the above described AKR framework -adding the time dimension (see Fig. 5 ). Note that Time is the dominant frame element inherited in almost all frames (see Fig. 4 ). For most frames extracted from the newswire texts the time of their occurrence is either explicitly specified in the text and can be retrieved by frame-semantic parser as frame element Time or approximate time can be retrieved from the metadata of the newswire article publication date.
Fig. 4. OWLGrEd diagram of Latvian FrameNet frames (dark boxes) and Named Entity categories for frame element filler types (light boxes).
Having time associated with all extracted frames opens a possibility for avoiding seemingly contradictory facts in AKR database (e.g. "F. Hollande is the president of France" and "N. Sarkozy is the president of France"). Instead we can create a sequence of AKR database instances (e.g., one per every day of history) with each instance containing only the facts which were true on that particular day and thus make these AKR database instances internally non-contradictory (e.g. "N. Sarkozy is the president of France" (in DB instances for 2010) and "F. Hollande is the president of France" (in DB instances for 2013)). Inserting frames extracted from the text by the frame-semantic parser into the proper AKR database instance (or sequence of instances) is not an easy task [6, 10] , as some frames describe an instantaneous event (e.g. frame Attack) while other frames describe a state which is true over prolonged period of time (e.g. frame Being employed). Nevertheless, resolving the time dimension (and for some sorts of tasks -also spatial movement dimension, see slides 5 from [6] ) would extend the FN-CNL AKR capability to cover more of newswire text content. Implementation of the time dimension in the AKR framework resolves the ontology (database) versioning problem -a typical problem in simplistic ontologies or information systems loosing historic data when up-to-date information is entered (e.g. entering "F. Hollande is the president of France" deletes historic data "N. Sarkozy is the president of France"). Cross Document Coreference resolution systems (CDC, discussed in Section 4) are a good example where such historic data is useful for disambiguating entities in the documents from different time periods.
Information Extraction with FN-CNL
The increasing accuracy of frame-semantic parsing (discussed in Section 2.1) enables streamlining of information extraction task from natural language texts, such as newswire articles. Essentially the goal of such information extraction is populating the AKR ontology shown in Fig.4 with instance data retrieved from the source text. To this goal, frame-semantic parser (producing instances for the blue boxes in Fig. 4 ) has to be combined with Cross Document Coreference (CDC) techniques [13] to automatically determine which mentions in the text refer to the same real-world entity (instances for the yellow boxes in Fig. 4) .
We have implemented such integrated information extraction system and populated it with data from approximately 1 million newswire articles. From the practical standpoint it turned out that the bottleneck of the approach is Named Entity discovery and linking accuracy -even at estimated 80% CDC accuracy it too often merged together different real-world entities with similar names or did not link together alternative spellings for the same entity, making the overall results unusable. To mitigate the problem, we deflected to the use of a predefined list of manually disambiguated well-known person and organization entities with their canonical names and common- ly used aliases, which can be identified in the text more robustly using Named Entity Linking methods similar to DBpedia Spotlight [12] , but instead of DBpedia rooted in the frame instances already collected about this entity in the AKR database. Of course, this workaround links only frame elements found in the predefined list (the light class instances of ontology in Fig. 4) , leaving other frame element fillers unidentified. The unidentified frame element fillers (e.g. abstractly quantified nouns or plurals) are therefore stored in simple text strings as they appear in the original sentences (technically they are stored in the same AKR database also for the light classes, only tagged as "unidentified entities").
Ieva Akuratere bija solista amatā [23]
(Ieva Akuratere had a soloist position) Ieva Akuratere bija Puķu burves amatā [8] (Ieva Akuratere had a Flower fairy position) Ieva Akuratere bija mūziķes un aktrises amatā [5] (… had a musician and actress position) Ieva Akuratere bija deputātes amatā Rīgas domē [ (… had a member position in Riga city council) Ieva Akuratere bija solista amatā Koncertuzvedumā [4] (… had a soloist position in a Concert) Ieva Akuratere bija dziedātājas amatā [3] (… had a singer position) Ieva Akuratere bija triju Zvaigžņu ordeņa virsnieka amatā Latvijā [3] (…had an Honor position in Latvia) This mixed approach allows for creating a convenient user interface, where instance data from the AKR database in Fig. 4 is verbalized in FN-CNL using a light version of [11] producing simple FN-CNL sentences as illustrated in Fig. 6 which further can be arranged in the Curriculum Vitae like document.
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FrameNet Controlled Natural Language (FN-CNL)
FN-CNL was inspired by PAO-CNL described in [6] . As illustrated in Fig. 1, FN -CNL is a verbalization of the knowledge representation database content (all or partial) by means of some FrameNet verbalization framework, such as [11] . We have implemented FN-CNL verbalization for AKR of 26 frames in Latvian FrameNet and also tested that frame-semantic parsing on this FN-CNL output achieves close to 100% accuracy (which can further be improved by hand-editing human-editable C6.0 generated frame-semantic parsing rules illustrated in Fig. 3 ). FN-CNL verbalization examples can potentially be used for learning unambiguous FN-CNL by human writers. In general FN-CNL is not restricted to 26 frames of Latvian FrameNet -FN-CNL can be based on any set of frames of interest in the particular application domain thus making it adaptable to cover other linguistic or semantic domains like those currently addressed by ACE or other CNLs. Fig. 7 illustrates FN-CNL on the example of first sentences from the J.Gaardner's novel "Sophie's World" which is often used in multilingual NLP research 6 . On left is shown information extraction from the natural language resulting into AKR in the columns labeled "Object" and "FN Events". The columns on the right illustrate multilingual FN-CNL verbalization of the AKR in English and in Latvian (effectively a more formal paraphrase of the original natural language text). The paraphrase highlights the time dimension present in this example, which can be captured 7 in the knowledge representation approach illustrated in Fig. 5 .
Conclusions
We have illustrated the mutually enriching relationship between the information extraction and CNL domains and described a complete natural language information extraction framework based on FN-CNL and AKR. The framework is implemented in a news agency in Latvia where it automatically extracts the profiles of public figures and organizations from newswire articles archive. As for future research we are looking into possibilities to go beyond the information extraction from the natural language texts and abstract knowledge representation (AKR) towards extracting the abstract meaning representation (AMR) [17] of the entire natural language sentences. It is interesting to note that when the information extraction frame-semantic parser is used by the national news agency, it inevitably becomes a "national parser", because the news agency uses it to evaluate the quality of articles -how high or low information extraction scores the writing of the particular journalist achieves. This stimulates editors to avoid highly ambiguous phrases in their writing and thus might be one of the first cases where a CNL starts affecting the written natural language use on the national scale.
